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Editorial 

Learning Creatively 
oe. oS” | Learning Creatively 
Ls 

S 3 ¢ PRETEND THAT YOU gineering introduced a series of workshop 
- X are the sound system manager for a Ma- topics last semester which included seminars 

donna concert. You are in charge of setting _ and lectures on teaching ideals. Reactions 
» up the microphones and positioning the from some of the TAs who participated indi- 

And loudspeakers. To secure your job in the fu- cate that the lectures describing the role of 
ture, you must ensure that Madonna's voice an educator were beneficial for the new TAs 

Gi is heard above her backup singers. What can _ but perhaps not necessary for those with 
; you do to achieve this specification? more experience. One TA explains that most 

© Now, you are a backpacker hiking TAs understand their role as educators. 
across the flat, rocky mesas of the southwest- | They recognize the importance of their work 
ern United States. You come to the edge of and the responsibilities they hold. However, 

: the plateau and see another one in the dis- she notes that there is a difference between 
. tance that you would like to explore. Unfor- | knowing what to teach and knowing the best 

tunately, there is a steep valley between that way to teach it. Thinking back, this TA felt 
plateau and you. Can you get from one place _ that the most beneficial part of the workshop 
to the other without descending into the val- _ was the information exchange with other 

Nancy Hromadka ley? TAs, learning what methods were effective 
A eCreC im shat Gee celled Although you may have failed to and what methods fell short. If these discus- 

see the engineering concepts illustrated sion sessions are helpful for TAs, perhaps 
in these two examples, vivid images un- _ similar programs could prove helpful for 
doubtedly came to mind as you pon- professors as well. 
dered each question. These two anec- At the end of each semester, students 

dotes were recently used to communi- are invited to respond to course and faculty 
cate technical ideas to a group of electri- evaluations, recording their complaints, 

cal engineers in a classroom setting. The _ praises and suggestions. This feedback is ex- 
diversity of each example clearlyempha- _ tremely valuable to many faculty members. 
sizes the creative talent within some of With that fact in mind, perhaps there is a 
the engineering professors at this univer- _ way to increase and diversify the kind of 
sity. Instead of just explaining a theory feedback these educators receive. 
and writing a series of cryptic equations One possibility involves an additional 
on the board, these professors help their _ evaluation earlier in the semester, during the 
students experience an application of the _ fourth or fifth week of classes. This evalua- 
theory by painting a picture with their tion could be used by the teacher as a form 
imaginations. of immediate feedback, offering the opportu- 

With their own creativity, these nity to adjust teaching styles to better accom- 
teachers serve as role models prompting § modate students before the end of a semes- 
similar creativity in their students. Why __ ter. 
can’t more professors teach with such a Without question, the written, anony- 
degree of ingenuity? Maybe they can mous evaluations are effective and allow 
with the right kind of assistance. In my students to express their opinions honestly 
experience as a student, I have discussed and concisely. However, perhaps in addi- 
teaching techniques with both professors __ tion to these written evaluations, some type 

and teachings assistants. More than of department forum could be created. This 
once, I have been asked for suggestions panel could consist of a number of student 

on ways to improve a class I was taking. _ volunteers from each level who could meet 
These inquiries indicate that many of the _ with faculty members to discuss the teaching 
educators in the engineering college are techniques they have experienced and their 
truly concerned with providing their stu- reactions to them. Basically, this forum 
dents with a quality education. These could provide additional communication be- 
faculty members are open to new ideas tween the department heads and the stu- 
and are constantly searching for im- dents in an effort on both 
provements. 

In one effort to improve the skills of ; 
its teaching assistants, Ne College of En- (Continued on page 4) 
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1 
Dean's Corner 

‘America’ 
still a World Leader 

IN RECENT MONTHS WE foreign students who seek to study here. : =e 
have heard a lot of discussion about the Listing America’s industrial & >) } 

poor international competitiveness and successes and strengths is not intended to . 7 
productivity of U.S. industry. Indeed, the make us complacent. Rather, we must 4 
conventional wisdom adopted by many recognize realistically where we are today ee 
politicians and commentators today is that as we plan our strategies for the future. vs nN 
America has lost its ability to innovate; our _‘ There is a risk that excessive pessimism BONS zg 
workers are unproductive, and our will lead to counterproductive political y ae 3 
companies cannot keep up with foreign measures. For future strength, it is = 

competition. Although there are a few important that we improve general a 
exceptional situations that tend to support education, raise our level of capital & 
this view, the facts show that American investment and increase our research 5 

business is still the world’s industrial efforts. On the other hand, for a country z 

leader. that gains considerable benefit from = 
Since 1986 the volume of America’s exports and access to foreign markets, 

manufactured exports has risen by about moves toward isolationism and UCR areca 

90% compared with average growth in the protectionism would be disastrous. PCa ECR SB sarlsCe Oe eCity 
rest of the industrialized nations, including Most of the American companies that 
Japan, of only 25%. Our share of these we can point to as leaders have 
exports has risen from 14% in 1987 to 18% maintained their positions by becoming 
in 1991, ahead of Japan’s 17%. Indeed, our _ global institutions. Their growth and 
success in international markets has been strength have come from development of 
one bright spot in moderating the current international linkages for manufacturing, 

recession. marketing and transfer of technology. 
Although it has become popular to Many UW engineering graduates 

bemoan America’s poor productivity, the contribute to these developments in the 
truth is that America is one of the world’s course of their professional careers. 
lowest-cost producers with the highest International Engineering Programs at 
level of worker productivity among the UW-Madison is committed to supporting 
large industrialized nations. In fact, after our students as they prepare for their role 
losing ground in the ‘50s and ‘60s, in the “new world order.” Ill 
America’s manufacturing productivity 
growth in the 1980s was faster than that in Footnote: International Engineering 
Japan or Germany. Programs is responsible for the College's 

To quote a recent article in The linkages with international organizations and 
Economist, “Thousands of American firms, _ foreign institutions. Through this office, 
big and small, remain among the most located in 1018 Engineering Research 
competitive in the world... American firms Building, students are offered many 
lead in a slew of technology-based opportunities for study or work abroad. For 
industries such as computer software and information contact: 
hardware, microprocessor chips, 

aerospace, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, 
new materials, energy and environmental Thomas W. Chapman 
control. Listing American companies that Associate Dean-International Relations 
are world-beaters in many of these fields is College of Engineering 
easy.” Many companies in the service University of Wisconsin-Madison 
sector, including industrial construction, 1500 Johnson Drive 

are also highly efficient. Madison, WI 53706-1687 
Another sphere in which America is a Phone: (608) 263-2191 Fax: (608) 263-0839 

leader is in tertiary education. For all the E-mail: Chapman@engr.wisc.edu or 
faults of education in America, our IntEngr@wiscmacc.bitnet 
universities are the envy of most of the 
world, in terms of both quality and 

accessibility. Witness the large numbers of 
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—_ io ———— Profile 

Alois “Bud” Schlack 
A Teacher Out Of This World 

IT HAS BEEN SAID, “A cepted the job to provide his wife and 
great teacher never strives to ex- newborn child with financial security at 

sali plain his vision - he simply invites _least until his graduate studies could be 
eS = you to stand beside him and see completed. Though the type of teaching 

' F for yourself.” These words of he did during that first year did not ap- 
. Reverend R. Inman capture the peal to him, the response of the students 

a teaching spirit of Alois J.Schlack, was overwhelming. 
o~ ae Ve who has bestowed engineering “It’s important for students to real- 

igh " ee students at the University of Wis- ize the impact they have on educators 

- (. ¢ _ | consin-Madison with his knowl- staying in the profession,” says Schlack. 
eo f edge and wisdom for 32 years. For him, it turned out to be the deciding 

: , Professor Schlack, known to factor in choosing between returning to 
. most as “Bud,” has chosen to put industry and staying on at the College of 

b eB fj the emphasis of his career on the Engineering, which for the past 32 years 
uid actual teaching process and has has benefitted tremendously from his 

a been recognized for his abilityand choice. 
— devotion to this endeavor numer- Schlack received a Ph.D. in Engi- 

ous times. A native of Eagle neering Mechanics from the University 
S River, Wisconsin, Schlack came to _ of Wisconsin-Madison in 1961 and has 
4 the University of Wisconsin-Madi- _ since then been developing and expand- 

Fe son as an undergraduate with ing that department. He served as de- 
little knowledge of what engineers partment chairman from 1974 to 1980. 

' do. He earned a degree in Ap- He has personally developed six 
: plied Mathematics and Mechanics _ courses, including Satellite Dynamics 

J and was hired by Ford Motor and Celestial Mechanics, both of which 
Company. There he begantono- _he presently teaches. Enrollment in 
tice the work of engineers around _ these courses is always the highest in the 
him and realized that this type of department. He has also created a com- 

. . . work was more appealing to him uter aided tutorial system for statics 
It Is evident by his than his own. Wah that 5 mind, a dynamics, which’allows students to 

he took a leave of absence from et help with problems any time of the 
crammed classes every Ford and returned to the Univer- Say an fe Through the efforts of his 

semester that "Bud sity to pursue a degree in engi- teaching and research the engineering 
i neering. mechanics department has created an 

Schlack Is devoted to “As farasI knowl am stillon — astronautics eh for undergraduates. 
his teaching leave of absence,” jokes Schlack Schlack explains that many of the 

more than 30 years later. A year classes were already being taught at the 
after coming back to school he University. However, officially provid- 
was awarded a fellowship in the ing an astronautics option makes the 
College of Engineering, and College of Engineering at Madison a 

shortly after that a part-time job possibility for undergraduates interested 
teaching there. Having no par- the this field who might have looked 
ticular interest in teaching, he ac- elsewhere for an aerospace degree. 

4 wisconsin engineer, March 1992
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Editorial 
Continued from 
page 2 

Though research is well incorpo- “T put a lot of effort into the sides oumpe the quality of 
5 ; F : in , education. This forum could offer 

rated into Schlack’s schedule, his main courses,” Schlack says, “I can expect 
; ; ; 3 a students a chance to express general 

focus is teaching and educational re- them to put in at least as much.” He eae Tenet d ti 

search. He feels that the university pro- hopes to help his students understand a t th fo t Fe ce nega ae 

vides a flexible environment for profes- the meaning of his lectures, rather than apoul as Si ers re : out specific 

sors that allows them to place their em- just doing the algebra and to grasp the a mes) 1 cacune tecuudues ae 

phasis where they believe it is most ben- _ concepts rather than simply the math- than personalities would be stressed: 

eficial. In a research-oriented university,  ematics. . Asa follow-up to these discus- 

teaching, though very important, is not Enthusiasm fills Schlack’s voice as he sions, professors themselves could 

the first priority, Schlack explains, but stands lecturing in front of a group of stu- offer informal seminars on a volun- 

both facets are rewarded. “Teaching and _ dents. They have chosen to be in his class tary basis for fellow faculty members 

course development are driven by a because they want to learn and because and TAs. Assuming the same holds 
person’s own comittments,” he main- they know Bud Schlack makes it his first among, professors as it does among 

tains. Throughout his career recognition _ priority to help them do just that. IIll TAs, seminars filled with specific 

has been plentiful. Schlack has received examples and helpful suggestions 

Polygon’s Engineering Mechanics Out- "AUTHOR. instead of theoretical how-tos could 

standing Teacher Award 19 times. Tau aS be implemented to everyone's 

Beta Pi members presented him with advantage. Of course, not everyone 

their Outstanding Teacher Award in Svetlana Zilist is starting to tackle real will be teaching with Madonna and 

1984. In 1987 he was honored by the Col- _ engineering classes for the first time this backpacking examples, but maybe 

lege of Engineering with the Benjamin semester. The more involved she gets the interaction and creativity will 

— ith them, the more she admires Winnie- inspire new examples and teaching 
a: the-Pooh, "a bear of little brain", who techniques that will improve the 

It S important for lived quite happily that way. quality of education at Madison and 

= es increase enthusiasm. Ill 

students to realize 
the impact they 

have on professors 

eee PUA M UD profession 

Smith Reynolds Award for Excellence in 
Teaching; the list goes on. 

Teaching is really what keeps e 

Schlack at the University. Administra- 
tion and research can be done in industry 
just as well, but here he has the opportu- 
nity to make an impact on the profes- 
sional development of future engineers. 

Realizing that the classes he teaches 
are difficult, Schlack challenges his stu- ' 
dents with practical problems that are You don't have to be a buisness major to realize that 

likely to be found in the aerospace indus- advertising pays! Advertise with the Wisconsin 

try. Engineer Magazine and watch your ad dollars grow! 
“I get paid to help them learn by giv- 

ing challenging problems,” he says, and ; 
from student feedback it appears that For information on advertising with 

they enjoy learning the material on a the Wisconsin Engineer call 262-3494 today! 

ractical level. Often, Schlack will give 
Hah probiewon tie homeecami: PEELE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EE 
which often produce high quality results 
coupled with student enthusiasm. 
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Producing 
Winners and ‘ 
Lugers = 

= ™ f SY = 
— * 7  e == 

| = \ | te = 
IMAGINE THE EXCITEMENT L a ~ "i 
and thrill of gliding down an ice track in ~*~. Fe 3 E et r VG 

an aerodynamic sled at speeds over 80 3 j 32 BSS Sas \ SAL 
miles per hour, the bitter cold wind in \ . ft Se = = > ja 

your face, the smooth track zooming un- os —_ =" ca i é 
derneath you. Lugers experience this ex- “ES, ~ SS ‘ ‘ A 
hilaration each time they race. % N eS = \ = ey ‘ 

To a spectator, the luge race may ap- Se a S = zy = 
pear basic and unchallenging, but many . po = a “aa, 
factors affect the luge’s performance. ‘ ————ae & ; 
The luge track is a 750-1250 meter curved — — re 
ice slide, but the luge race itself lasts for i yr ‘Vb \ pf : 
only a minute. “A shift in the shoulder : i 
or twist in the foot can mean the differ- 
ence between winning and losing. This ay , 
sport is measured in the one-thousandths — 
of a second. What may seem like a minor 
slip at the top of a run can mean valuable : 
seconds at the bottom,” claims Bob S 

Hughes, Marketing Director of the . . . 
United States Luge Association. Engineers Chuck Devore and Mark Reeves review the sled design asa whole. The luge, the 

For three years, the 3M Company French word for sled, now incorporates space-age materials. Previously, sleds were hand- 
has been working on ways to improve made, never the same twice and difficult to alter to an athlete's preferences. 

the luge. The recent 1992 Winter Olym- ee a enn aan cme 
pics marked the first year that the United _ ther side of the sled. Head steering is lie comfortably on the sled, despite 
States Luge Team actually competed in done by moving the head slightly to one physical differences. Each seat can be ad- 
American-made sleds. In addition to its side, creating pressure on one side and justed to fit many different athletes. The 
technological resources, this St. Paul, thus turning the sled. Leg steering is the aerodynamic sled weighs less than 22 ki- 

Minnesota-based company also provided —_ quickest and most powerful, but much lograms (48.4 pounds) for the single 
financial support for the U.S. Olympic speed may be lost if the turns are too lugers and less than 25 kilograms (55 
Team. Expertise from 3M engineers led pounds) for the double lugers. Lugers 
to improvements in luger training, sled a lL a a ~=Ss« Wear Weighted vests in order to balance 
design, glove spikes and vest weights. We're in this to help the the weight to make the sled more aerody- 
3M’s Olympic Program Manager Jim namic and efficient. 3M has improved 

Raine Mays “3Mis cinerea to the performance of our the vests by making denser and smaller 
USLA goes beyond the financial. We're athletes weights, allowing for more freedom of 
in this to help the performance of our Ss movement. 
athletes. We need to show an example of abrupt. In leg steering, the luger presses Each luger has special gloves de- 
how we make innovation work. For us, down and in on the front of the runner. signed for controlling the sled. The 
the partnership with the USLA does just _If the left leg is used, the sled moves to gloves have spikes mounted on three fin- 
that.” the right. Shoulder steering is considered _gertips of each hand. The spikes are used 

One of the most important skills in the best option, although it often lacks to help the lugers push off at the starting 
the luge is steering. There are four basic power. By pressing down with the left gate and also to push off the ice a few 
steering techniques: handle steering, shoulder, the luger can steer the sled to times to obtain more speed for peak ac- 
head steering, leg steering and shoulder __ the left. celeration. The engineers at 3M have cre- 
steering. Handle steering is accom- Depending on the size, the sleds are ated a new spike design for the gloves 

plished by simply pulling a handle onei- _ designed so that one or two people can which are now manufactured with a laser 

6 wisconsin engineer, March 1992



The gloves have . * 
spikes mounted p- 
on three finger- B : 

; tips of each - s 
Hl me 

IS hand SP = 

——— a ii 
machining tool that bends the spikes to the proper angle 
for grabbing the ice. Previously, the gloves were made in- SSS 
dividually by hand and had to be sharpened frequently. SE ean a. 

The sled itself has also been improved. Topics such oa = re 
as steering, dynamics, vibration, and runner friction were - oe . - 

researched. Engineers at 3M tested the sled’s resistance, aw / q Y~ 7 ‘ \ 

speed and acceleration with wind tunnels invented by f NS! \ ~ e 
NASA. Working with the Luge Association, the 3M engi- Ke ee 

neers used computers to design the new sled. After test- / e hs a 

ing various designs, one type was found to produce mini- oun a 

mal movement of the runners. This change brought oe 

greater stability to the sled’s structure. aoe | 

To obtain high speeds, the metal runners must be Be ‘4 

sanded smooth. By changing the type of abrasive, the 
time spent sanding was cut from four hours down to one. 
Through the use of new ideas and materials, the sleds i 

have been drastically improved. ‘ 

Engineers are currently reviewing the sleds’ perfor- 1 ; 

mances in the recent Olympics and working on new ways 
to improve the performance for future races. II 

—— a AUIHOR = 
= 

Amy Erickson is a third year ECE student engineering a ; 2 
way to build a luge in space. The pod, or seat, of the sled is made of a composite material and can be 

customized to fit the shape of several different athletes. Whether the 
athlete weighs 90 pounds, or 190 pounds, the new sled design is 

capable of suiting the athlete. 

| 
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Biology or Business? 

AS THE SUN SETS, the sky gradually 
becomes freckled with stars. Amongst the 

light of the stars, the neighborhood of plan- 

ets can be seen. Mars, Earth’s closest neighbor, 

appears as a reddish dot of light on the horizon. 

Driven by curiosity and persistence, scientists and 

engineers are investigating a possible colony on Mars. With 

environmental problems, the world itself is also a concern of many scientists. Today, the 

Biosphere II project combines the dreams of a colony on Mars and the concerns for the 
environment on Earth. 

Housing over six climates, Biosphere II is currently ac- ideals. When the founders of the Biosphere project, Margret 

commodating eight humans and over 3,800 different species Augustine, Mark Nelson and John Allen proposed the initial 
of both plant and animal life. A desert, a marsh, a savanna, a ideas for the venture to Bass, he donated $30 million to the 

rain forest, a farm and a small ocean are enclosed in a 3.5 acre bankroll. 

plot of desert in Tuscon, Arizona. The ocean contains one Although the initial experiment will last for two years, 

million gallons of water, a coral reef and even a small beach. there area variety of additional research experiments that are 
Each of the species will live in its natural environment; mos- planned for the years ahead. New species, both of the plant 

quitoes in the marshes, and pigs on the farm. In order to en- and animal kingdom, will be added and exchanged in the ex- 
sure a proper experiment, the structure is completely sealed isting wealth of life. Experiments involving carbon readings 
and contains multiple sensors to detect any leaks. This closed of the air, soil, plants and animals will provide information on 
environment allows only sunlight and radio communication the effects of varying the climates and food chains within the 
to penetrate the steel and glass of the building. The Biosphere dome. Possible models of the greenhouse effect can be tested 
II project, costing a total of $150 million, is privately funded. by introducing high carbon dioxide levels. The airtight dome 
Testing the endurance of humans and other Earth species, the structure was designed with an expected lifetime of 100 years. 
project may lead toa colony on Mars. In addition to experiments involving Earth climates and spe- 

Ed Bass, a Texas oil millionaire, is the largest sponsor of cies, the intense enclosed experience will serve as a precursor 
the multi-million dollar project. Interested in ecological for a possible colony on Mars. 
preservation organizations, Bass is involved with the boards The ambitious Biosphere II project was influenced by the 

of the World Wildlife Fund, the New York Botanical Gardens interest of life outside of Earth, Biosphere I. The world is anx- 

and the Jane Goodall Institute. Bass had purchased a ranch in ious for new discoveries in space. A voyage to Mars in the 
Australia, not for ranching but for restoration of the natural 21st century is a goal set by the United States. The new fron- 
grasslands and savannas destroyed by years of ranching. Bass tier of space is different from any other time periods of explo- 
shares much of his time and wealth for the sake of ecological ration the human race has witnessed. There will be no tropical 

8 wisconsin engineer, March 1992



islands awaiting the first explorers of fresh air as well as previously-stocked charged $9.95 for escorted tours of the 

Mars. In order for humans to travel in food within the closed world. Air condi- outside grounds. Golf courses and a 

space or survive on Mars, they must be tioning and electricity from outside the space camp are also in the running for 

self-sustaining. Although present tech- dome are also necessities the so-calledin- _ tourist attractions near Biosphere II. Offi- 

nology for this goal is beyond our grasp, dependent world cannot live without. cials of the project had said it was nota 

Biosphere II appears to be a foothold in Deviations from the original plans of the _ pure science venture but a business 

aerospace technology. Yet many experi- experiment have created a haven for based on science. 

ments can be deceiving; Biosphere II is those critical of the project. Larry Although experiments can be de- 

among them. Slobodkian, University of New York- ceiving, they might contain more than 

Easily edited computer programs, the critics are giving them credit for. The 

excess food supplies and an abundance cea, siosphers || project created hopes for 

of lead-wire air lock tamper indicators . many people. The stars appear a little 

are among the deceptions of the Bio- Is Biosphere ll truly an closer, but the distance is all relative. 

sphere II project. The computer pro- expe riment of worth, or Some of the greatest discoveries 

grams, made to analyze various condi- . were made with experiments appearing 

tions inside the structure, were written to IS there more than pu re to have little value. With good intentions 

allow false data entry. Computers moni- science involved? and a will to learn from mistakes, there is 

tor conditions throughout the dome in- —___ always something to be gained. Carl 

cluding carbon dioxide levels and leaks Hodges, a chief consultant of Biosphere 

to the exterior. If any leaks or excess car- Stonybrook, declares, “It’s an exercise of II, describes his hopes for Biosphere II, 

bon-dioxide levels occur, the project’s a very strange kind of living in very close “This one project could allow humans to 

credibility could suffer. High levels of proximity, in almost a prison-like envi- live on other planets and live better on 

carbon dioxide were reported in August = ronment.” this one. I think once we’ ve worked with 

of 1991, causing possible harm to the eco- Employees of the project are sworn Biosphere II, we'll understand Biosphere 

system of Biosphere II. Project partici- to secrecy; they are often cautious to Ia lot better.” MH 

pants have admitted to using a carbondi- _ speak freely of the project, if at all. The 
oxide scrubber, creating yet another false Biosphere II Company is suing one critic. 

condition. Rumors of home phones being bugged ———e 

Aninjured crew member, having left give way to questions of the secrecy of —— AUTHOR ———_—— 

the project for medical treatment, had the experiment. Is Biosphere II truly an While in Jackson Hole, author Jim Webb 

supposedly brought back lead-wire air experiment of worth, or is there more hopes to geta little closer to Mars by ski- 

lock seals. Although accused by a critic, than pure science involved? ing the Teton Mountains. 

the project's credibility is in jeopardy due Plans for a hotel and conference cen- 
to confessions of project participants. ter suggest that money is also a factor for 
Crew members have admitted to using the oasis of life in the desert. Visitors are 
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ENGINEERING WEEK 1992 IS and mind like Mattel. Maybe the L&S to have an unbroken egg after the fall. 
almost here, and it is time once again to students have the right idea about us af- With the fall season near, we welcome 
get our plaid, polyester, high-water pants ter all. our favorite pastime, baseball. But, 
out! You know, the indestructible pair The one event that will kick off our spring training during Geek Week in- 
that is used in the sweater closet asa sub- E/Geek Week will be the ever popular volves a baseball, a dean anda big bucket 
stitute for moth balls. Nothing is going Calculator Toss. The goal is to fling, snap _ of water. The Dunkin’ of the Deans 
to eat through those pants. The high-wa- _ or chuck your calculator the farthest dis- sponsored by Triangle Fraternity is not a 
ters, pocket protectors, taped black- tance. The calculator can be big, small, humiliating experience; rather, it is an 
rimmed glasses, large knot ties, jars of multi-functional or solar but cannot have opportunity for the deans and professors 
DEP hair gel and calculators make up the —_ anything added to its original form. This _ to get valuable student feedback. 
attire for this prestigious biennial event. stipulation is to prevent those sneaky en- If X marks the spot, then the dean 
Engineering Week, as you may well gineering students from attaching their goes in the drink. If that is too easy for 
know, runs opposite the year of the Engi- calculators to a very thin string taped to you, then try our Geek Week X Marks the 
neering Exposition. the bottom of the fuselage of a remote Spot sponsored by AIAA. It isa campus 

This year it was suggested by the control airplane and flying their calcula- __ wide treasure hunt for engineering-re- 
L&S students to re-title the week “Geek = lated clues and rewards. It includes 
Week.” It is ironic that everyone on the . . buildings, plaques, fountains, bell tow- 
other side of campus stereotypes us as This year it was ers, antiques and chocolate. But, clues 
Geeks. What is a Geek anyway? I agree are not easy to come by in this treasure 
that many of us suffer eon a wane of suggested by the L&S hunt, nor ae they when ACSSA along 
ailments that twist and contort out bod- students to with Alpha Chi Sigma and SPICE spon- 
ies, reshape our heads and affect our 7 x sor its Geek Week Magic Show. The leg- 
speech. - re-title the week Geek end of all times, Houdini, who came : 

There are several explanations for Week" originally from Appleton, is honored 
our diseases. Sure we walk with a slight here through many captivating and puz- 
tilt to the front or side, but that is due to zling tricks. Of course, all magic tricks 

the numerous textbooks we must carry are performed in clouds of illusion and 
across campus. Asa result, we build our __ tors right to the winner's circle. Regard- secrecy. 
bodies up to an incredible physique. less, the winner will be awarded a new Confidentiality is also respected in 
And our foreheads may be a little flat Hewlett Packard calculator capable of SWE’s Geek Week Computer Dating Ser- 
from sleeping on our books all night long —_ performing all the monotonous tasks of vice, in which students may fill out ques- 
or from pressing them against computer memorizing the derivations and answers _tionnaires and personality profiles to 
screens for hours on end. Finally, our for even the most difficult examinations. _ match their desires and needs. But, if all 
funny speech is attributed to the superior If you enjoy dropping more than you have are needs, then we recommend 
intellect we all possess stemming from chucking, then an Egg Drop from atopa the Geek Week Santa’s Workshop spon- 
logical thought leading to communica- building to its base may be your kind of sored by the Co-op Association. Origi- 
tion in complete sentences. It is betterto challenge. Limited by quantity and type _ nally, this event was serious in nature, 
have all of this than a body by Nautilus of Super Absorbent Material, the goal is and the deans and professors were asked 
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Engineering 
to be available to answer questions and rT 

direct grievances. Santa’s Workshop has The Dunkin'of the Deans Week Events 

been modified to ease the confrontation . 

with the deans and make the event a sponsored by Triangle ALL WEEK 
more Santa-like experience many of us Fraternity is nota Engineering Jeopardy 
have not been able to outgrow. We ask faces a Geek Week T-Shirt Sales 

our deans and professors to dress in humiliating experience; Blood Drive 

Santa’s clothing, invite students to sit in +a : 

their laps (just Ridding) and ask students rather, it isan ene Compe aS 
what they have on their wish list. Many opportunity for the Monpay 
students beg for an "A" in Thermody- zi 

namics; others hope that the design for deans and professors ligt chee dude net er oa ue 

the Hybrid Electric Car will win a bid, 

and yet others wish for a high salary job to get valuable student Tuespay 

with cash fringe benefits. feedback Magic Show : 

Electronic Data Systems has fur- —_——.———"— 1351 Chemistry Building 
nished the Exponent-sponsored Geek Week T-shirts for purchase and as prizes. 7:15 p.m. 

Week Jeopardy Game with $2000.00 for The shirt has every logo of every engi- 

cash prizes. The event runs the entire neering student organization on campus. WEDNESDAY 

week, and prizes will be awarded at the Please show your support for Geek Speaker: Todd Monson 

end of the week. Ina lecture sponsored Week by wearing the traditional outfit “Automating the Manufacturing 

by ANS, representatives from EDS will sponsored by Geeks of the United States Lifestyle" 

discuss professionalism in engineering. of America. The goal of this registered 159 Mechanical Engineering 

ANS is also sponsoring the Engineering event will be to acquire a date from the 12:00 noon 

Blood Drive. Each engineering depart- L&S campus and escort the date to the 

ment tries to encourage its members to Geek Week Dance. At the G-Ball a Geek Scavenger Hunt 

donate blood, and the department with contest will be held to determine the ulti- 

the most volunteers wins. If they cannot mate “Geek of the Week” and to frighten Speaker: Linda Pate 

get your blood this way, Pi Tau Sigma is the judges into really believing that you "From Backpacks to Briefcases-a 

sponsoring a Dart Tournament with portray this character daily. Game Plan for Success" 

prizes and band-aids to be held at the Re- For all those older students and fac- 106 Engineering Research 

treat Bar. Following this event, Pi Tau ulty that have burned out just a tad early 7:00 p.m. 

Sigma will host a presentation on bio- this semester, a BEveERage garden will 

medical engineering. And for all you be open oe ce Week ng ‘cof THURSDAY 

rocket scientists, ASME is hosting the ee) eek is traditionally a week o! i : 

Geek Week Rocket Launch and Paper fun and games, so look for Cock Week Hientiee o aoe eo 

Airplane Toss. Students compete and are beginning March 30 to April 3, 1992 and se Dae: 

awarded prizes for distance, altitude, and _get involved. a Pi Tau Sigma Dart Tournament 

largest fireball. Also available are Geek Regent S Reuse 

Fripay 
- ~ 7, G-Ball 

> — Z es Union South 

[Mea DB LES 9 pam.- Tam. 
— a » Be oO 

me rs [a _ : __ 

CE << ———_AuTHOR ——— 
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Cg 7 XQ Brian Lofy is a fifth-year Electrical Engi- 
7 NN, neer with no real writing experience. 

Any literature in this article remotely re- 

g Y sulting in humor in the form of a laugh is 

5 purely coincidental. His views and opin- 

a > ions do not represent the views or opin- 

3 a CA ions of Wisconsin Engineer Magazine. He 
Q v re) << > is a guest writer from the ECE 350 class. 
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spuds in $ 

trolled environment?” The first step was 

IMAGINE HOW THE FRONTIERSMEN and their fami- _ to determine a suitable method to main- 
. . . . . tain a favorable temperature and correct 
lies felt exploring and finally settling the American _ pHievel, as well as a sufficient amount 

. of light, humidity, carbon dioxide, nutri- West. They braved the dangers back inthe 1800s) oe ene growing chamber. 
and opened the door for a new life. Tibbitts, with the cooperation of others, 
a TT lam has been experimenting with different 

On May 5, 1961 Alan Shepard en- contain. Potatoes are also atop candidate _ Controlled Ecological Life Support Sys- 
tered another frontier with the Mercury because they are almost completely ed- tems. 
space capsule flying for 15 minutes and ible with only light stems and dry leaves For soil, researchers have been ex- 
22 seconds in space. He and six other left to be recycled. They can be stored for _ perimenting with two different substi- 
men braved the dangers of space travel a month or longer at cool temperatures tutes, arcillite, which is a mixture of cal- 
like true frontiersmen and opened an- and can be prepared in numerous ways cined clay particles, and sphagnum moss 
other age of exploration and discovery. from baked potatoes to potato pancakes. which forms peat after decomposing. 
Since then, many discoveries have been Potatoes could easily fit into NASA’s plan _ Studies involve the behavior of these 

made and new technologies developed, of automated cultivation compared to tall substitutes at various depths. For light- 

but at least one dream remains: to travel or sprawling plants like corn and cucum- __ ing, Ray Bula, from Wisconsin’s Center 

to other planets. Some supporters say the __ bers. for Space Automation and Robotics, in 
first step toward this dream is the con- How do plants grow without grav- cooperation with Tibbitts, has been de- 

struction of a space station which would _ ity? The key is the growing chamber. For _ veloping the use of a solid form of red 
be used as a stepping stone for future the past 13 years Tibbitts has been pursu- _ light-emitting diodes. The LEDs are semi- 
space travel. On the UW campus, re- ing the answer to the question “What is conductors that contain a chip composed 
searchers have been developing new the ‘best’ way to grow potatoes in a con- of a gallium-aluminum-arsenide sub- 
technology for a self sufficient strate and a reflector that emits 
space station. Theodore the radiation from the mecha- 
Tibbitts, director of Biotron nism ina cone shape. The light 

and professor in the Horticul- Bec ee URES Atte re is efficiently reflected to the 
ture Department, and other re- : : a plants, and provides sufficient 

searchers have been concen- : i " light when the diodes are 
trating on growing white po- placed close together. Com- 
tatoes for food on the space ’ pared to the diodes, com- 

station Freedom and testing = monly used fluorescent lamps 
their growing chamber as a =, 4 ; 5 < are inefficient, producing less 
crucial element of the life i t nF qr é light and emitting it in all di- 
support system on future > © PS yes fdas 7q rections and not directly to the 

space stations. 7 x. eis as : plants. 
Why potatoes? White ee \ : od For delivering water 

potatoes along with eight and nutrients, Bula and fellow 

other species of plants are be- a | researchers have developed a 
ing considered because of the £ ke porous, stainless steel tube 

large amounts of carbohy- — = {) system. Through a negative 
drates and protein they P pressure and capillary effect, 

WCSAR’s red light-emitting diodes above a couple of lettuce plants. 
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nan : eo } : Bie ie CELSS nutrient and water delivery system. 

weeceeeee 

: data nn way to condense that language and past prejudices sometimes 

released vapor to water _ get in the way. We could always buy 
and use it for the space on Mir and try our experiments 

; _ crew’s purposes. Thus, _until our space station is functional.” 

White potatoes growing in CELSS. the space station Not only does the research improve 
a would contain aclosed _ the space station’s chance of survival, but 

life support system. it may also lead to applications here on 
the water and nutrients leak from the Tibbitts’ research is funded by Earth. Previous spin-offs like Temper 
tube. The tubes are connected toa pump, __ grants from NASA to the Horticulture Foam, which is used in cushions in office 
and a suction is formed, pulling the Department of the College of Agricul- and medical furniture as well as helmets 
water through the tube, similar to a tural and Life Sciences and through and other sports equipment, were based 

drinking straw. The tubes are spaced one WCSAR in the College of Engineering. on technology from NASA research. 
inch apart in the arcillite or moss. In June, Currently, Tibbitts feels his project will Home smoke detectors are also due to 
these stainless steel tubes will be taken be implemented between 1996-1997.The technology from Skylab in the 1970s. 
up into space in the shuttle and officially | CELSS will be contained in the space sta- Tibbitts’ research may lead to new ways 
tested in micro-gravity. These tests tion Freedom in an experimental module _ of recycling, reducing waste on Earth. The 

hopefully will prove that the CELSS ina locker area of 54 cubic feet, about new light diodes may someday be used to 
system will work in weightlessness and the size of an refrigerator. help grow healthier crops. 
will measure how much water travels The Soviets are already growing The present research here at the UW 
through the system. plants in space. Last June cosmonauts might in just a few years reshape our lives 

The next step is to developa way to _—_ took up potatoes to grow in Mir, the in space and even on Earth. As the United 
use the growing chambers as part of a Soviet’s space station orbiting Earth. In States takes that first step, building and 
closed life support system, completely in- _ fact, Tibbitts visited a research stationin _inhabitating a space station, just as the 
dependent of Earth. Tibbitts has been Siberia in March 1990. He stated thatthe —_frontiersmen crossed the Mississippi 
working on a way to regenerate water research there is advanced, with welded _ River, it inspires dreams of the boundless 

using plants. Researchers are in the pro- _ stainless steel growing chambers that frontiers that lie ahead. III 
cess of studying ways to filter the waste could support three people. Soviet re- 
water from the space station through the _ searchers have grown lettuce, radishes, "AUTHOR. 
roots of the plants. The roots would soak potatoes, mustard and wheat. The wheat See 

up the waste water and the plant cells chambers have completely supported Robyn Ryan is a sophomore in 
would “filter” the water, and plants people for three months in aclosed sys- engineering. If she were a planet, she’d 
would release “clean” water from the tem. When asked about whether or not like to be Mercury because it’s a speed 
leaves. The water evaporates from the the Americans should work with the demon. She needs speed to get 
plant’s leaves into the atmosphere of the Soviet people, Tibbitts said, “We should _ everything done in one day, week, month, 
chamber. Researchers are looking for a work with the Russians, but the etc... 
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Q What Happened at CAE? 
(5 a The personnel at the Computer-Aided Engineering center were busy over 

| Qe] winter break. At their 1410 Johnson Drive location, they added 15 SUN 
=< | = Unix stations in room 160, added five HP Vectra 486 stations in room 170 

w~ SS and moved 24 Mac II's and local laserwriters into rooms 172 and 180. In 
ly addition, CAE installed better chairs and more spacious tables and the 
ly 6 — entire site is now open 24 hours. Yes, even printing! At their B555 
= Engineering Building location - in the northwest wing of the building, 24 

— Gy Mac II’s from room 170 and eight HP Unix stations from room 160 were 
(5 a installed. This site is also open 24 hours. To open the door: push 5, 
= f GSRRSSEREEESSS release, push 2 and 3 together, release, turn silver handle to open. CAE 

nn also created a “target lab” for civil and environmental engineering in 1249 
— — —<$<$<$<$——_ — = ee Engineering Building by installing 19 HP Vectra 486 systems. This site, 

2 ————=——— like the others, is open to all CAE users when it is not scheduled for 

Wu courses or priority access by lab users. 

— 
G 

«a 

= 
= 

a = a 

# Engineering Briefs =< 
O by Mike Waters 

= 
lu 
YY 

ry 
= 

a Survey Results Are IN! 
The results of the 2nd Annual POLYGON Engineers’ Survey are in! According to the survey, the 

(5 average College of Engineering student studies approximately 25 hours per week. Overall, 
= students are satisfied with their courses and the Co-op Program, but they are not pleased with the 

— (lack of) communication skills they acquire in their engineering courses. Most students think the 
oO facilities at CAE are good, but they want more computers and laser printers. Almost half of the 

Ly survey respondents said they would use a photocopier located in the Mechanical Engineering 
Wu Building lobby (coming soon!). Engineering students also want more free electives in their cur- 
= ricula. In addition, the survey showed that the average engineering student does not know much 
0) about the Technical Communication Certificate Program or the resources available at Wendt 

Library. The POLYGON Engineers’ Survey was mailed to a random sampling of engineering 
=< students late in the fall semester. The reason it was not made available to all engineering students 
bu was that last year’s survey was not “statistically sound.” This year’s survey was coordinated by 
2 POLYGON Survey Chair Sean Anderson, an industrial engineering and statistics major. 

tu 
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& 
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Join the HEV Team! oO 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison is one of 30 schools nationwide to be m 
accepted into the Hybrid Electric Vehicle Challenge. The HEV Challenge is a = 
contest jointly sponsored by Ford Motor Company, the Society of Automotive 
Engineers and the U.S. Department of Energy. Ford offered a brand new Ford D 
Escort to modify or $10,000 to build a vehicle from scratch. The UW HEV team is = 

made up of students from the College of Engineering and the School of Business. = 
The team is currently waiting for delivery of its Bucky-Badger-red Ford Escort. m 
Over $300,000 has been pledged in support of the UW team’s project by the UW eae rat x 
Foundation and various College of Engineering departments. Students of all e ¥ % & — 
engineering disciplines are welcome to participate in the project. Students with & Ot: Yo =< 

leadership or management skills are in especially high demand, so take the ‘ ae F ® 

challenge and join today. The project will reach completion in the spring of 1993. ng oe at : 

Pes yy aoe ~ 
ie Video Fs HM bote cay rn a 

wa: ™ at Rate ae a 
Building Addition Ahead of Schedule [ea Satara, GF 
The addition to the Engineering Building, originally scheduled for =a) aces — m 
completion in January of 1993, is now expected to be completed by oa Fi at 2 
the end of August 1992. The 73,000 square foot addition will yy 5) gd 
provide laboratory and office space for the Chemical Engineering at oy = 
and Electrical and Computer Engineering departments and By ; = 
centralize the administrative and deans’ offices. When completed, fe ™m 

the addition will consist of four stories and basement space, with m 

the first floor featuring a large terrace and three auditoria. The a 
cost of the entire project is $16 million. The State of Wisconsin has = 
also pledged $2.9 million for renovation of the existing building. ® 

wo 
a] 

Need $5,000? m 
Well, dust off that magic pen and start writing! The Steuber Prize a 
for Excellence in Writing is a contest exclusively for juniors and 
seniors in the UW College of Engineering and $10,000 in prize m 

money is at stake: $5,000 for first place, $3,000 for second and Pd 

$2,000 for third. The essays can be on any engineering-related qd 
subject. All entries must be approximately 2,500 words and be = 
typed, double-spaced, one entry per person. Essays must be the =< 
original work of the writer with no outside help. Entries will be mm 
judged on writing content and style, composition, organization m 
and grammar. Standard literature citations must be included, but Aa 
no equations, tables, graphs or figures will be allowed. Essays > 

should be written for an audience of the level of readers of 
Scientific American magazine. Contestants must submit two m 
copies of their essay to Connie Brachman, 277 Mechanical tw 

Engineering Building, by March 20, 1992. Prizes will be awarded Es] 

at the POLYGON Spring Banquet, April 12. im 

a] 
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APN = =Campin 
} ~ Space Style 
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SPACE CAMP ORIGINATED FROM 
an idea of Wernher von Braun, the 
rocket pioneer, who wanted fo stir 
up interest in young people for 
space the way Little League does 
for baseball. Because of my interest 
in space, | had wanted to attend 

-. - Space Camp for many years. | 
ee Made the decision to find out if my 

. .\ interest in space was one | would 
like to pursue as a possible career. | 
wrote to local businesses and clubs 

( for donations to help pay for the ex- 
pense. In exchange for the dona- 

7) tions, | spoke at club meetings and 
nS ./ told them of my experience. In the 

- spring of 1990, my dream came true 
when | attended Space Academy 

v © Level Il in Huntsville, Alabama, The 
>) C camp, for high school students, was 

>) unlike any other | had ever at- 
2 tended. Level Il was an eight-day 

camp that combined a week of 
schooling with astronaut training. 
The trainees received one hour of 
freshmen science credit through 
the University of Alabama-Huntsville. 
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eae Rocket Park. 
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dl : Fe ease 1 1 eas Rocket Park. 
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On the first day, 46 high school stu- —_ 

dents and I were checked into the “Habi- y 
tat.” The Habitat reminded me of huge ie — 
culvert pipes welded together. Inside it WS ae aa 
portrayed a space station with “waste ee ee 

disposal” describing the bathrooms and eae s — 
“H20 dispenser” for water fountains. —_— — 
Each dorm room of the Habitat housed aaa 
six trainees and was “space-aged” like el 
the other areas. After check-in, we were ai : 

taken on a tour of Rocket Park, which has © ial = 
the only full sized “shuttle” monument, ial = 
some of the first rockets in space and a ky ‘ = 
number of military missiles and hard- vA = 

ware. 

Rocket Park also incorporated rides 
demonstrating how astronauts or pilots mission control, as well as by their col- with the shuttle to ensure everything is 
feel in flight. One ride, the Centrifuge, ored flight suits. running on schedule. 
demonstrated the pressure that astro- Aerospace members were the com- The engineers were the mission spe- 
nauts experience during blast off;it spun _ manders or pilots on board the shuttle. cialists on the shuttle as well as in the 
at 30 miles per hour allowing riders to They were in charge of take off, shuttle space station. They performed extrave- 

feel the force of three G’s, or three times systems and landing. In the space sta- hicular activities and designed cardboard 
the force of gravity. Next, we watched a tion, these same students were the com- boxes of specified dimensions. The con- 

movie in the Space Dome. The movie manders or officers in charge of the crew _ struction of the inside of the box was up 
screen allowed to each individual engineer, but when an 

the viewers to egg was placed inside the box, it had to 

feel like they be able to withstand a three story drop 
were right there The aerospace members were without cracking or breaking. In mission 
during the blast educated on flight aerodynamics. control, an engineering trainee was a pro- 

off, mission and m , pulsion/guidance, navigation and con- 

landing. space mechanics, meteorology, trol officer, who was in charge of propul- 
Campers At . sion and control of the shuttle’s engines 

were briefed on space piloting and celestial and navigation systems. A eed 
the history of navigation also be an instrumentation and commu- 
flightand broken ——————————_____________—_————_ nications officer, in charge of shuttle 
up into two communications and data systems, along 
teams, blue and red. Each team was fur- _and the station’s operations. In mission with coordinating experiments. 
ther broken down into three tracks: aero- control, the two aerospace participants Technology members were the pay- 
space, engineering and technology. The were the flight director, in charge of mis- _ load specialists on the shuttle, conduct- 

tracks were distinguished by their mis- sion control, and capsule communicator, _ing experiments on a specific payload 
sion tasks in the shuttle, space stationor —_in charge of maintaining radio contact and treating ill crew members. On the 
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tet ‘ low deck. When it was over, we came up 

OY vt 1 ge and found we had only partial power. 

Bete Kee seed The computers were out and we were left 
& im : ed Ad 5 iat Setar with only emergency lighting. 

S53 si aa >. Sl soe As if that were not enough, we were 
ee ae: | ae ‘i 4 wg invaded by “aliens.” There were no pro- 

oBdSdhsnecs DE rene 4 ee ean...\ at cedures in the manuals about aliens, and 
3 , Gh es - we could not contact Mission Control 

- 2 YS a Se ead because the computers were down. We 

3 5 a spent the next 15 minutes trying to drag 
J a the three aliens out. The aliens, who inci- 

ea s +a dentally looked like bank robbers with 
, nylons over their faces, raided the refrig- 

z : erator and scattered food everywhere. 
The space station was “trashed.” We fi- 

isctne a nally shoved them out the air lock and 
= secured the door. After disposing of 
E these unwelcome visitors, we found a 

z 3 piece of paper on the floor left by the 
night counselor. It explained procedures 

“Pathfinder,” the only “full-sized” shuttle monument. a aliens. Unfortunately, it was a 

ITT TT I During third shift, I was the doctor 
on the space shuttle. After the crew 

space station, the tech participants were _tours, a careers seminar, mini missions, physicals were completed, I assisted the 
the physicians and the experimenters. Space Bowl and the design of a model engineers with their EVA. A couple of 
They performed studies on uniform crys- _ rocket. the crew members became ill and I had to 

tal formation in space, depth perception, The aerospace members were diagnose the illness and treat them. 
effects of micro-gravity on the body and _ trained on various simulators while the Fourth shift came and I headed to the 
analysis of a Mars soil sample. In mis- technology and engineering trainees par- _ Habitat. Six hours later I reported to the 
sion control, tech people were public af- ticipated in the Underwater Astronaut classroom and the blue team was de- 
fairs officers, who were in charge of re- Trainer. For some, it was the first time briefed. The pilot had a perfect landing 
porting the mission’s progress to the they had ever tried scuba diving. The and everything went well except the 
public. | was a member of the technology —_ UAT was the only place that we could night counselor had not heard one of the 
track. experience “weightlessness.” While I engineers perform a check on a system to 

The blue team, of which I was a was in the tank, air was added to my fix an anomaly. Because of the mistake, 
member, tested the simulators. The first buoyancy control device allowing meto one engineer spent two hours in the ro- 
one was the multi-axis trainer which re- _float as if there were no gravity. I also bot arm, which is used for fixing and re- 
minded me of a clothes dryer rotating a spun a 100 pound ball on the tip of my pairing satellites among other tasks. 
person around in all different directions. _ finger. After the engineer’s egg box drop, 

The purpose was to demonstrate the dis- All the training and schooling of the the Space Bowl quiz session and evalua- 
orientation that occurs under a micro- week prepared us for our final mission, tions, the red and blue teams graduated. 
gravity situation. The second simulator the 24-hour mission. The 24-hour mis- We had earned our wings. It was hard to 
was the one-sixth chair, which demon- sion was the “biggie.” It lasted for 23 believe that the week was over. We went 

strated the gravitational pull on the hours with an hour debriefing following. Our separate ways but lasting friendships 

moon. It was broken up into four shifts. Each had been made. It was one of the best 
For the next week, the aerospace member of the team had three work peri- _ weeks of my life. The movie Space Camp 

members were educated on flight aero- ods and one sleep period. does not even come close. lll 
dynamics, space mechanics, meteorol- During the first and second periods, 

ogy, space piloting and celestial naviga- I was assigned to the space station. My —— 
tion. The engineering participants teammate and I performed crew physi- ——— AUTHOR —_ 
learned about robotics and space auto- cals and reaction time experiments, while ee 

mation problems. The technology train- _ the engineers prepared for their under- Robyn Ryan is a sophomore in 
ees spent time in the classroom learning water ExtraVehicular Activities. During engineering. She plans on majoring in 
about solar physics, plasma physics, flu- the second period, another tech trainee Engineering Mechanics. 

ids, optics and emergency medical proce- and I grew crystals and checked body fat. =§ ————__________ 
dures. Each track learned about propul- _—_ with a caliper. Toward the end of the 
sion and astronomy in addition to par- second shift, a meteoroid shower hit the 
ticipating in a water survival lab, two space station and the crew had to go be- 
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AURURUR ER RDA 
Eee ee OE ' : 
J Soci ety S potl IQ Nt: 

~~ American Institute of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics 

All there is to flight 

WHICH ORGANIZATION Presently, AIAA has more than strengthen the public understanding of 

can a UW engineering student interested 40,000 members with three levels of in- its organization and the professions it in- 
in aeronautics and astronautics join to at- | volvement: national, professional and volves. 
tend events such as parachuting or at- student. These levels form an intricately At the Engineering Expo last year, 
tending the Experimental Aviation Air- connected network of information which UW AIAA displayed a lunar rover ex- 
craft Fly In at Oshkosh? How cana stu- proves to be beneficial to all three. hibit set against the background of the 
dent find out about aerospace speakers AIAA publishes six journals expressing moon. The project presented the idea of 
and scholarships? The American Insti- their research and current events within _ mining helium-3 and using it as an en- 
tute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the _ their field. They also provide educa- ergy source. Through a special TV moni- 
foremost organization in its field, offers tional opportunities, lectures, books, job- tor, Expo visitors were able to experience 
UW students these opportunities and hunting strategies and various seminars. _ the time delay that occurs with an un- 
many others to excel in their field of The UW student branch of AIAA manned project in space, during trans- 

study. currently meets on alternate Thursdays. — mission between the moon and Earth. 
The history of AIAA is important in | Tzu Chuen Huang and Daniel Kammer _ These two aspects of the project were in- 

understanding this organization’s diver- _ serve as faculty advisors for AIAA, spired by proposed NASA missions. 
sity. AIAA was formed when the Ameri- _ while John Dube is the current presi- For Expo ‘93, AIAA may enter an ex- 
can Rocket Society and the Institute of dent. The fee for student membership in _ hibit dealing with one of their latest 
Aeronautical Sciences came together in AIAA is $20, which includes national projects, hybrid rockets. Dube specu- 
1963. The American Rocket Society was _ and local dues. This small fee provides _lates that perhaps AIAA would further 
formed in 1930. During the early years, a member with the two student maga- its recent research of hybrid rockets and 
the ARS desired to explore astronautics zines published by AIAA, Aerospace maybe actually operate a small proto- 
and the navigation of the solar system. America and AIAA Student Journal. It type. If regulations permit, the group 
Through experimentation and research, also covers the cost of local activities in- might even launch several of these rock- 
ARS changed its objective toa more tech- cluding videos, guest speakers and of ets. 
nical and scientific one. Through the course, pizza for the student meetings. Another of AIAA’s recent projects, 
years, ARS has actively grown, especially Members may benefit from AIAA based on an idea from an AIAA alumni 
during the 1950s when spaceflight rap- through scholarships and the exchange who works for the McDonnel Douglas 
idly emerged. of education and information. Accord- Foundation, involves taking an aspect of 

The Institute of the Aeronautical Sci- ing to Dube, a student member can ben- _ the space station and redesigning it to 
ences was formed in 1932. Like ARS, efit from the closeness of the three AIAA minimize problems. II 

IAS was a scientific and technical society; _ levels. The student sector benefits from 

however, it specifically concentrated on the professional sector since the profes- For more information on AIAA, contact 

aeronautics. Unlike the first ARS mem- sional level provides lecturers and cov- e 
bers, most IAS members had engineering _ ers the costs of many student AIAA oie ae ot ee 
or science credentials. The IAS wished to member activity expenses. The profes- 
“upgrade professional competence sional sector benefits from the student ———— AUTHOR — = 
through traditional activities.” Similar to sector because the student level becomes ———_.. 
ARS, IAS experienced growth alongside | tomorrow’s professional sector. The stu- Margaret S. Mlemann is a first year 
technological successes. Thus the merger dent AIAA also sponsors an annual pic- student. She is currently orbiting 
of the ARS and the IAS to form AIAA in _ nic for the professional AIAA. around Pluto, where she is far away 
1963 was, in fact, a beneficial one, not The goal of AIAA is essentially the from the distress of college life. 
only economically, but scientifically and same for all three levels: “To advance ———— ee 
technologically as well. Today AIAA is the art, science, and technology of aero- 
the largest professional society concen- nautics and astronautics, and to promote 
trating on engineering and science in the professionalism of those engaged in 
aviation and space. these pursuits.” AIAA also wishes to 
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KEEP YOUR FEET ON 
the ground and keep reaching for the 
stars. Many people may remember this 
sign-off phrase from American Top 40 
disc jockey Casey Kasem but few people ee | 
have taken it as literally as the team of eee 
individuals at Orbital Technologies Cor- ‘ BE a » 

poration. . nN Py , 

Orbital Technologies Corporation, \ Ge Z | 

better known by its trademark name bee 
ORBITEC, is an aerospace research and ' 
development company in Madison. a 
ORBITEC began operation in 1988 and e 
has become a growing contributor to the | 
nation’s aerospace programs. Its three H 
founders, Dr. Eric Rice, Ronald Teeter 4 

and Thomas Crabb, have over 60 years of 5 
combined aerospace experience, and two 

are UW graduates. z = 

Rice, ORBITEC President and CEO, 5 

received his B.S. degree in chemistry 
from the UW and a Ph.D. in aeronautical 
and astronautical engineering from Ohio 
State University. Rice has over 24 years 
of aerospace experience and specializes Ki, 

in microgravity, propulsion and environ- 
mental protection technology. . oo 

Teeter, ORBITEC Vice President and ORBITEC founders (left to right) Thomas Crabb, Ronald Teeter and Eric Rice 

Secretary, received hisB S600 
cal and astronautical engineering and naut Donald ‘Deke’ Slayton, UW business founding Chairman of the AIAA Space 

MS. in engineering mechanics from professor Robert Bock and Racine busi- Automation and Robotics Technical 

Ohio State University. Teeter has over nessman Roger Hill. Committee. Crabb is a founding member 

25 years of experience and works prima- The three founders have all been and past Secretary of the AIAA Space 

rily on robotics and space transportation _very active in the American Institute of Operations and Support Technical Com- 

development. Aeronautics and Astronautics. Rice was mittee, current member of the SSTC and 

Crabb, ORBITEC Vice President/ the founding Chairman of the AIAA Wis- Chairman of the AIAA Wisconsin Sec- 

Treasurer, received his B.S. and M.S. in consin Section and member of the AIAA tion. 

engineering mechanics from the UW. Space Systems Technical Committee and ORBITEC has also supported the 

Crabb has over 11 years of experience is currently Vice Chairman of the AIAA establishment of the Wisconsin Space 

and focuses his efforts on human sys- Space Transportation Technical Commit- Business Roundtable, a “chamber of com- 

tems and advanced missions. tee. Teeter previously served on the merce” for space-related, profit-oriented 

Other ORBITEC board members SSTC and STTC and as Chairman of the industry in Wisconsin. The purpose of 

include former NASA Mercury Astro- AIAA Wisconsin Section and is the WSBR is to increase industrial coordina- 
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tion and opportunities for space products wer AN ony 
and commercial spin-offs. Crabb is Vice a fe oN a Ee ee 
President of WSBR. J \\ iz —— ay — 

In addition to its strong personal ties Sas er ry ‘A eS po 2 

to the UW, ORBITEC also has a close ; “ —— ae 
working relationship with the UW. Lo-  % wo. om i oes a 
cating in Madison has allowed the com- > a ee 4 t ee eg Sei Sh oa 

pany to take advantage of the UW's sig- uy ae oo : eee 
nificant technical resources including oe” —— a ee a 
laboratories, computers and expert per- -; ae oN es OM es 

sonnel, without major cost to the com- > ee 7 

pany. ORBITEC is also a corporate spon- * ge Y Nees. - ag sj 
sor and member of the Wisconsin Center o a ee | Ne se a ) & 
for Space Automation and Robotics, a 1 cag \ | —_ es Li 

NASA-sponsored Center for the Com- » . ee | = i . 

mercial Development of Space. ee ats ; po ———__ ee wi te 
ORBITEC’s corporate mission is to Ly ce iS on po Mean ra a 

provide products and services to govern- 4 i a . | y ce “i aa 
ment and industry on a contract basis in é "1 | BN | oy ce 
system analysis, design and development a a. BS | ai 
of advanced hardware and development \ : (Cf WALT pc 

of application products. The company’s ae ia — a ay 

research and development activities fo- ~ 3 a Wy WD ven 

cus on areas such as microgravity materi- 
als processing research, robotic manipu-  ORBITEC’s Microgravity Sonic Pump Furnace is shown aboard NASA's KC-135. 

lators and control systems, space trans- an 

portation, environmental and safety tech- 
nology, remote sensing applications, hu- a prototype of the MSPF aboard NASA’s _ Research Corporation, addressing sys- 

man support, space power, space tech- KC-135, a plane which flies a parabolic tems health management and life sup- 

nology and spinoff developments. Vari- _ trajectory to provide 20 to 30 seconds of port technologies. 
ous NASA facilities, the US Air Force, “mili-gravity.” These tests will probably ORBITEC formed a non-profit orga- 
Lockheed, General Research Corporation _ lead to development of a Space Shuttle nization called the Wisconsin Space Insti- 
and the State of Wisconsin have allspon- _ version. tute in early 1990 for the purpose of edu- 
sored ORBITEC projects. Telerobotics is also. a major program _ cation and research related to space pro- 

Some of these projects have included area for ORBITEC. They are continuing grams and technologies. Through WSI, 
a microgravity containerless processing development of innovative man-machine _ Crabb leads an outreach program for the 
levitator furnace, a telerobotic control interfaces for advanced robotic systems Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium, ar- 

glove system, a robotic finger tip sensor, _ for space and other applications, includ- _ ranging presentations to get the word out 
advanced chemical propulsion systems ing position control and sensory feed- about space-related programs and tech- 
for low-cost Earth launch and planetary back between human operators and dex- _ nologies. He recently gave a presenta- 
surface vehicles, environmental assess- trous end-effectors. tion at the Society of Women Engineers’ 
ments of the Reusable Solid Rocket Mo- Advanced sensors may be the ORBITEC-sponsored February meeting. 
tor, Advanced Solid Rocket Motor and company’s first commercial product, He is currently working with a UW Tech- 
Advanced Launch System, space trans- spun-off from robotics technology ini- nical Communication Certificate student 
portation health monitoring and auto- tially developed at the UW and to develop a slide presentation for 

mated checkout, assessment of tethered partnered with the Wisconsin Center for middle school and high school students 

instruments for upper atmospheric re- Space Automation and Robotics. Several _ to get young people interested in space, 

search and technology development and _ other commercial spinoffs are anticipated _ science and technology. i ] 

component testing for an advanced exer- from developments internal to ORBITEC == —————- AY THOR ———— 

cise system. and other developments involving indus- ee 

ORBITEC’s Microgravity Sonic trial and university partnerships. Mike Waters, a junior in mechanical 
Pump Furnace is being developed under ORBITEC also has significant experi- _ engineering, is currently involved in a 
a Small Business Innovative Research ence in studies and analysis of advanced _ writing internship with ORBITEC to 
Program with NASA Marshall Space space systems and technology planning. fulfill a requirement for the Technical 
Flight Center. The MSPF will be able to The company is in the middle of a multi- | Communication Certificate program. He 

levitate, heat, cool and manipulate mate- _ year support contract to the Office of was in the EM Astronautics Option, but 

rials without influence of gravity ora Aeronautics and Space Technology at switched to ME after he finally overcame 

container. The company has been testing © NASA headquarters through the General _ his dyslexia. 
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ou 4+ 

A Cheesy (4 Sow 

“SL 

Bovine Brilli Cc) 

AS ISAT DOWN ON MY Kettles, munching away on tender grass __ for making curds into 
bunk a loud creak caused the eight on lazy summer days. Things were quite _ cheese. And, Bessie 
campers in the canvas tent toscreamand _ different back then, apart from the lack of _ was special. She won- 
giggle. human civilization. For example, cattle dered about the laws of 

“Okay guys, time to turn out your were woolier — they had long coarse hair _ the Universe while other 
flashlights and get into bed,” I said, ex- and were twice as big as modern domesti- cows were chewing their cud 
hausted. I was definitely notinshapeto _cated cattle. and gossiping about the various ro- 
bea summer camp counselor yet. This Cattle were extremely smartin those —_ mances within their herd. 
early in the summer, the kids wore me days, which some scientists refer to as the Bessie was respected by the herd for 

out quickly. her cheese production but 
Wihpbdah_—_—=!_—_: === was often made fun of for 

story?” asked little Katieas She wondered about the laws of the Universe __ her endeavors to under- 
she smiled sweetly and : ‘ : stand the world. She per- tugged on my sweatshirt, While other cows were chewing their cud and formed many experiments 

Icertainlycouldnotturnn QOSSIPINg about the various romances within __ thatseemed strange to the 
down such a nice request. I their herd other cattle, but that are rou- 
searched my memory for a tinely done today in high 
good yarn, but nothing school physics classes. She 
seemed quite right. Since finalexams had “Bovine Age.” Since the cattle traveled was especially fascinated with gravity 
ended mere weeks before, | had beenina long distances with many calves and and accordingly, kicked many things into 
strange mood. Instead of reveling in the _ older animals alike, they devised a way to _ the air to watch them stop at the top of 
certainty of numerical answers that math _ solidify their milk and carry it withthem __ their trajectory. Sometimes, she even 
and science usually gave me, I felt like so that weak ones could eat during atire- jumped off of small boulders to feel the 
rebelling against all that is logical. some journey. The milk was allowed to effects of free fall herself. What a sight it 

“Of course I'll tell you a story!” I curdle, and then it was separated into was to see a two-ton cow barreling off of 
said with new-found energy. “Let's sitin solid curds and liquid whey using a rock! Inevitably, the other cattle often 
a circle on the floor.” thatched birds’ nests. Finally the curds picked on her for her strange and myste- 

“Thousands of years ago, before were pressed under rocks for a week to rious experiments. 
man had evolved enough to use his form primitive cheese... the beginnings of Bessie’s greatest discovery happened 
thumbs to carve spears or play Nintendo, _ the perfect food. one fine spring day as the herd took a 

herds and herds of wild cattle roamed Acow named Bessie was on thecut- _ short cut througha forest. As the lead 
the place we now proudly call ‘America’s _ ting edge of cheese production at the be- _ bull stepped on and over a fallen tree, it 
Dairyland.’ Ah, those were happy times _ ginning of the Bovine Age. She experi- acted like a lever and fulcrum, and hap- 
for cattle, who roamed freely across the mented with different temperature ranges pened to send a rock high into the air. 
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Astonished, Bessie began experimenting _ greenish. But it is cheese nonetheless.” 
with all sorts of levers and projectiles. “Are you trying to tell us that the moon is made of green cheese?” Katie piped up. 

She found that cheese, the perfect “Absolutely. That story is completely true,” I said. “And now it is time to get into 
food, flew quite nicely when thrown with _ bed and go to sleep.” 

the aid of a large fallen tree. “Can't we sit here and talk for a while first?” begged Mary. 
Experiments filled Bessie’s after- “Well, I would let you, but I think that it’s too dangerous. You see, when I was an 

noons, but at night she learned about eleven-year-old camper, I stayed up really late talking with the five other girls inmy 
wonders of another sort. After dusk, the cabin. We fell asleep ina circle on the floor, with our heads pretty close to each other. 

herd would break up into family groups | When we woke up the next morning ina huge puddle of drool, our hair and braces 
and carry on the ancient tradition of and headgear were all tangled up. It took two hairdressers, three orthodontists and a 
storytelling. Because she usually sat with _ firefighter to get our heads apart.” 
the elders, Bessie heard wonderful tales The girls jumped into their beds. 
about the beginnings of the Bovine age. “Good night,” I said as I crawled into my own bed. I wondered how bizarre my 
One clear night, she learned about the dreams would be if I could tell stories this goofy in my waking state. II 
sky. 

‘You know that flies are stupid, A CITLOPNTS 

don’t you?’ asked an elder ina Weak AUTHOR: 
voice. The circle of cows and mooed Annelies Howell likes telling goofy 
softly in agreement. After all, flies always \ / stories and wonders about the sky quite 
tried to land ona cow’s back, no matter often. 
how much she swished her tail. OT 

‘Well, fireflies are the cousins of —, 

regular flies. A long time ago, a Qo —_ 
whole mess of them went + VOB 

looking for the sun after 
night had fallen. They got + 
gack up in the thick blsck - 

sky and have been glow- ‘ ‘NX 
ing ever since.’ 

Bessie = 
gasped in 7 
astonish- 
ment. She had C) 
never before wondered 
how the stars came to be. (3 a 
That same night, she decided to \y 
devote an experiment to finding out —\ 
more about the thick sky. 

A plan was devised to lure a wooly | 
mammoth into stepping on one end 
of a fallen lever-tree so that an im- 
mense chunk of cheese could be 
sent into flight. And one night, that 
is exactly what happened. G\ 

The herd was surprised to look , 
up and see a great sphere of cheese in 
the sky, illuminated by thousands of 
nearby stars. They were very proud be- 
cause they knew that now their memory 
would live past the existence of their spe- 
cies. 

Nowadays, the cheese ball in the sky 0 
has become a bit moldy and therefore LS a7 y 

PAE IVT 
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Infecti Headset 

(Madison, WI) — Over the past swiftly assembled an elite From an anonymous source, 

few weeks much controversy legal task force to represent we discovered that Swiss 

has arisen surrounding the them. This team consists of bank accounts had been set- 
College of Engineering’s several U.S. legal heavy- up by Techno Shack for cer- 

extensive use of video in- weights. Heading this teamis tain University individuals 
struction. Mr. I.S. Uem, who represented involved in the purchase of 

Since the beginning of Union Carbide in the Bophal these units. As an incentive 
this semester, the University disaster. Ata recent press for certain University em- 
Health Service (UHS) has conference, he commented, ployees in the decision- 

treated an unusually high “We have a rough road ahead making process, they re- 

number of engineering of us. This will be my ceived a percentage of the 
students for ear infections. greatest legal challenge yet.” business they gave Techno 
Concerned with this epi- When asked what the University Shack as kick-back. When 
demic, the Health Service had to say about its situation, contacting Techno Shack to 
conducted a study on the he stated that his client was meet with the sales and 
relationship between these advised to decline from | marketing director for the 
cases. With the assistance answering at the time. headphone division, we were 
of Dr. William Hodgkins, the In an attempt to discover duly informed that he re- 
UHS determined that these what drove the University to tired early. Nonetheless, we 

infections are the directly choose this model of head- contacted him in a brief 
related tothe use of headsets phones, we interviewed Pro- telephone interview, in which 
attached to the video re- fessor Earwax, a leading he admitted to bribing Uni- 
corders in Wendt Library. authority in the area of versity officials. He 

The poor design of the audio reproduction. hastened to add however, 

Techno Shack Model KS600 Responding to our question of that he had no choice. He was 
headphones make thema breed- what he thought of the responsible for a poorly 
ing ground for bacteria. headphones, he said, “The engineered product line that 
They completely encapsulate dynamic range stinks. The plummetted in sales. His was 
the ear, hindering air cir- frequency response is an act of desperation. 
culation. Additionally, the atrocious. I do not see any Meanwhile, the Univer- 
headphones are constructed technical merits these sity has budgeted for Q-tip 
from very poor quality PVC, headphones have.” His other dispensers and antiseptic 
as opposed to leather or comments suggested that their spray, which will be made 

foam. only redeeming value is their available to all students 
On the professional advice use as door stops. using the video equipment. 

of Dr. Hodgkins, the UHS Professor Earwax’s re- As a temporary measure they 
recommended the immediate sponse prompted us to inves- suggest that students bring 
quarantine of the video tigate further. If these in their own headphones or 
instruction center. The headphones are really that place plastic liners over 
library directorate attempted | bad, why were they chosen by | their ears. IIE 
a cover-up upon hearing the the University? 
shocking news. Fortunately a This was not an easy —_—_—_—_—— 
news leak occurred forced question to answer. We —— AUTHOR ——___ 

the University to conduct a contacted numerous people . eae aoe 
thorough investigation. within the University and at | Nick Denissen isa veteran writer for the 

Fearing litigation from | Techno Shack. After numerous Wisconsin Engineer from way back in 
affected students seeking | interviews, we put the pieces | the’80s. Heis currently enrolled in ECE 
compensation for punitive | of the puzzle together. The | 350 which means he is actually going to 
damages, the University answer came as a great shock. graduate soon. 
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Bil. Kanji-Flash/BTJ Egcnt 
TETONO Craig Vandegrift 

This educational software package provides flashcard-like exer- 

cises for memorizing Japanese characters used in technical pe 

materials. The exercises follow the textbook, Basic Technical — 

Japanese, chapter by chapter, covering Katakana, Hiragana, —_ 

the 500 most common kanji, and the 4,000 most common words a 

found in Japanese technical writing. The exercises cover single 

characters as well as compounds and test for meaning and 

pronounciation. For IBM-compatible (DOS) computers with VGA 

or EGA display modes. 

Storage requirements: 425 Kbytes RAM, 460 Kbytes disk. Plastic 

case, with manual, complete built-in instructions, and both 3!/2" 

and 51/4" diskettes. 

Software $79.00 

Also Available! i | i 

Basic Technical Japanese a 
Edward E. Daub, 
R. Byron Bird, Nobuo Inoue 

Designed to teach scientists and engineers e e 
with no previous background in Japanese lan- GSCOlUS Ge 
guage how to translate technical manuals, The University of Wisconsin Press 

research publications, and reference works. 114.N, Murray St., Madison, WI 53715-1199. 

Cloth $35.00 800 pp. 8'/2x 11 MC & VISA (608) 262-8782 ¢ FAX 262-7560
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